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Jiang Ning’s feet slammed, and in a short time, the entire nine-star
radiance burst and buzzed!

Rumble—The

ground was trembling, and the formations radiated dazzling light, which
made people excited.

Jiang Yao was right in front of him, and she couldn’t help feeling a little
excited when she saw this scene.

She is a playful child herself. Seeing such an amazing scene, instead of
being nervous, she felt a little excited. The look in Jiang Ning’s eyes
became more admired.

It turns out that his dad? Fu Ranran covering the service of Yi Ranyi?
Dad is so powerful!



Andrewdidn’t have the time to enjoy the feeling of being worshipped by
his daughter at the moment. He concentrated on his mind and
immediately activated the formation pattern to construct a new formation,
which was linked with this nine-star formation.

Buzzing-the

ground trembled fiercely, rays of light rushed to the sky, lasing towards
the distance, like meteors, fleeting, and you can’t see it for a while.

“Yaoyao, stand still, it will be your turn to show off soon.”

“Good!”

Jiang Yao looked eager to try.

And the other side.

The old naughty boy is going to kill Yumeng!

The strength of the two people belonged to the top powerhouses of their
era, and they are still young.

“Seven kills punch!” The

old naughty boy roared, his punches opened and closed, unmatched in
strength.



When things reached this point, he would not have any reservations, and
would never allow any rubbish to influence Andrewto do things.

Even if Yumeng has injuries, it is more than enough to deal with these
small characters.

“Stop them!”

she yelled, “Andrewhas already started, don’t let them pass!”

The old naughty boy is like a human-shaped tyrannosaurus. Even if he is
not too young, his strength exploded and it was too amazing. After
drinking the water of the longevity pond, he was like rebuilding his
vitality, full of blood and energy!

His seven kills punches are even more powerful, fighting against a group
alone!

“Who else?” The

old naughty boy yelled, “Come on!”

He stood there, like a gate, no one could go beyond half a step, even the
masters of the crypt.

Those people were confused, controlled by the greedy wolf, and didn’t
even know what they were doing, but that didn’t mean that the old
naughty boy would keep his hands and be kind to them.



Andrewis doing important things now, and no one can tolerate any
mistakes, so no one wants to get close!

He and Yumeng stood in front of the border, and no one could move
forward.

And at the moment.

Andrewhas already started.

The Nine Stars Array was activated in exactly the same way as before,
but the difference was that before the Nine Stars Array, Greedy Wolf
used it to increase its amplification and spread the ghosts out. What
Andrewhas to do now is to capture those ghosts back!

The stars glowed and turned into meteors, rushing all over the world…

A ghost was looking for the next target, and when he saw it, he wanted
to do it, but was suddenly shot by a beam of light, and then it was taken
away. There was nothing at all. The slightest chance of escape.

At the same time, such things are happening all over the world.

Those ghosts who wandered everywhere, looking for opportunities, were
all captured by the light of the nine-star awn, one by one, and quickly
brought back into the crypt.

Time, one minute and one second passed, and the big array continued
to glow, and continued to shoot out those lights, as if they were turned



into quick catches, to chase down all the ghosts, detain them, and put
them in the cave.

Andrew looked up and looked at the dark clouds in the sky. Many ghosts
have already been captured. At this moment, they are locked in this big
formation. It is impossible to escape again.

“Wow–“

The sound of ghosts crying and wolf howling made people’s scalp numb
and crushed a group of ghosts, and even kept rushing towards Andrew
and Jiang Yao.

Hum!

In front of Jiang Ning, there was a huge protective shield, those ghosts
could not get close at all, but Jiang Yao sat there, looking up at the
roaring storm, motionless.
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Those ghosts couldn’t affect her at all. On the contrary, as long as the
ghosts passed through Jiang Yao’s body, their movements would
become sluggish, as if they were affected by Jiang Yao.

“Sure enough, as I guessed, Yaoyao has a special physique and can
purify these ghosts.”



Andrew secretly said in her heart.

In this case, things will be easier to handle.

“Yaoyao, are you nervous?”

He looked at Jiang Yao.

“Not nervous.”

Jiang Yao shook her head, but was a little excited, “What are those
things?”

“It’s all bad things, wait a minute, Yaoyao, can you help Dad beat them?
Zero Er Er Yi Wu Er Shan Er ?Good?”

” Good, good !”

Jiang Yao was so excited, she couldn’t wait.

The nine-star mang array was still shining, bringing back one after
another, and shutting in this array, Andrewturned a deaf ear to the harsh
sounds, and didn’t care about it at all.

Soon, in the big formation, it was already overwhelming!

Countless ghosts ran around, but they were helpless. They could neither
affect Andrewnor Jiang Yao. It became impossible to escape anymore.



On the periphery, the old naughty boy and Yumeng have cleaned up all
those smashed pieces.

Looking back, the wind was screaming in the big array. I am afraid that I
would be frightened if I changed to another person, but Andrewwas
there, but relaxed, even Jiang Yao, such a little girl, did not have a trace
of tension.

Anyway, as long as she is with her father, there is nothing to be afraid of.

“Unexpectedly, there are so many.” The

old naughty boy couldn’t help cursing, “The wolf greedy beast, he really
did this thing!”

How many people have been harmed by this.

He didn’t know how so many ghosts came, but Yumeng had some
guesses.

She looked at this mass grave and thought of Greedy Wolf as saying
before that she was looking for a place. I am afraid that those ghosts and
corpses were all obtained by Greedy Wolf.

He is really a lunatic, how could he do such a thing.

Yumeng couldn’t help wondering what Greedy Wolf wanted to do.



Today’s greedy wolf is no longer the greedy wolf of the past. The current
greedy wolf has become a new generation of demon kings. Their
temperament and temperament are all affected, but what remains
unchanged is definitely what the greedy wolf has always wanted to do.
one thing.

But what exactly it is, Yumeng doesn’t know, but no one knows now.

“It’s going to start.” The

old naughty boy said.

Hearing the sound, Yumeng threw all these thoughts behind her head,
took a deep breath, and got ready.

In case Andrew needs her own help, she must do her best!

At this moment, Andrewhas already begun to do it.

Almost all the ghosts have been captured. Now in the entire nine-star
formation, tens of thousands of ghosts are all here, and Andrewwill deal
with these ghosts.

“It’s going! Yaoyao!”

“Yeah!”

Jiang Yao nodded.



She doesn’t need to do anything, as long as she sits quietly.

Andrewpointed a finger, and the two formation patterns immediately
landed on Jiang Yao, connecting her with the nine-star mang array.

At the moment of Unicom, the light of the nine-star mansions changed
from milky white to a hint of cyan!

The light was great, Jiang Yao was like the sun, and the light that came
out instantly covered all the ghosts, as if the sky was suddenly bright.

Those ghosts rolled frantically, seemingly afraid of these cyan rays, and
wanted to avoid them, but there was nowhere to hide.

Under the cyan light, the ghost suddenly became quiet. From the
previous irritable, cold, and crazy, it seemed to become obedient all at
once, quietly there, motionless, and purified without any grievances.

that’s amazing.

All the effects of the increase built by Andrew have come out.

Both Yumeng and the old naughty boy were dumbfounded, but Zhenwen
could still be used like this.

They were even more surprised. Jiang Yao’s physique was so special
that it could purify these ghosts, which really surprised them.



“Om——”

Suddenly, the nine-star mang array trembled suddenly.
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Almost all the ghosts were pushed into the ground in an instant, buried
by yellow sand!

They returned to where they should be.

The crisis was finally resolved, and the old naughty boy breathed a sigh
of relief. He didn’t expect Jiang Yao to have this kind of ability. He
deserves to be his apprentice.

“Master, am I good?”



Jiang Yao giggled.

Although she didn’t know what she had done, she didn’t feel anything at
all, but at least, she helped Jiang Ning, that was amazing.

“Awesome!” The

old naughty boy

gave a thumbs up and praised, “My apprentice, how can I not be
amazing.” He hugged Jiang Yao up and praised.

“These ghosts have been purified and are more peaceful.”

Yumeng can feel that those ghosts have returned to the place where
they should exist. In a short time, it is impossible for any more problems.

The biggest hidden danger now is still greed of wolves.

The greedy wolf who turned into a new demon king was the most difficult
and troublesome person.

Andrewtook a deep breath and sealed these ghosts with formation
patterns to ensure that they would not come out to harm others. Of
course, the most important thing was to catch the perpetrators out.

Greedy wolf must die!



He looked at Yumeng: “Do you know where the wolf will go?” If

time goes on, the wolf will only become more and more difficult to deal
with. He is not just a wolf. He is mixed with the character of the devil.
influence.

The current Greed Wolf can be said to be a real complex, with the
terrifying power of the Demon King and the mind of the wolf itself,
cunning and treacherous!

Yumeng frowned slightly: “Maybe, he will go there.”

She wasn’t sure, but if Greedy Wolf would want to go, it must be there,
and he would check it out again.

“But how should we deal with him now?”

she asked.

The strength of Greed Wolf is obvious to all, and it is not easy to kill him.

What’s more, Greed Wolf will no longer be fooled easily, and will not put
himself in any danger.

They took the initiative to find greedy wolves, and there was no big
chance of winning.



“Even if the strength is not as good as him, you can’t just sit back and
ignore it.”

“He is a time bomb, which may explode at any time. Killing him is
something that must be done, even if there is a price to pay.”

Andrewdid not hesitate.

He has no retreat.

Just for the first time, how many terrible things has greedy wolves
brought to this world, and how many people have been hurt?

If this child is not killed, there will be endless troubles!

“Yes, this guy has become frenzied, even more annoying than the
greedy wolf before!” The

old naughty boy angrily said, “I will kill him by myself!”

The scourge of greedy wolf has killed many people. It’s not the greedy
wolf at the beginning.

The old naughty boy, they all have known Greed Wolf for a long time,
knowing that this person is not righteous, but they also know that Greed
Wolf is only selfish, just longing for power.



But the current greedy wolf is completely dominated by power, not that
he dominates those powers.

“I know that I am responsible for this matter, and I will work with you to
solve this trouble.”

Yu Meng nodded, no longer indecisive.

She is very aware of the consequences of this matter, and it will be very
troublesome if it is not resolved properly.

“Let’s send Jiang Yao back first, and then discuss how to do it.”

She looked at Jiang Ning, “If I guessed correctly, Greed Wolf hasn’t
completely integrated with the devil’s remnant soul, he will find a quiet
place to recuperate.”

” Where is he? The purpose of creating these ghosts is to delay time and
buy time for himself to fuse the remnant souls of the Demon King.”

Greedy Wolf may know that this nine-star glow formation will definitely
be cracked by Jiang Ning, but he didn’t expect it to be so fast.

He didn’t buy enough time for himself, and they must also seize this
opportunity to solve him before the wolf’s strength did not reach the
peak.

This is the only chance.
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It is also their greatest opportunity.

Andrewnodded and didn’t say much.

He immediately took everyone back to the South Estopia.

Restoring calm in the South Estopia gave Andrewa lot of peace of mind.

Daniel immediately cooperated with the people in the circle on the
ground to quickly restore the damaged place in the South Estopia. This
is their home and cannot tolerate any damage.

“The South Estopia hasn’t had that much impact. Some cities are really
devastated, and it takes a certain amount of time to recover.”

Daniel said with emotion, “but fortunately, the source has been resolved,
and that is the best thing.

” Well, I have you in the South Estopia, I feel relieved.”

Andrewsaid.

He sent Jiang Yao home, but he didn’t let Harrison and the others follow.



They haven’t recovered from their injuries, and it doesn’t make much
sense to follow them. It is better to stay in the South Estopia to recover
from their injuries.

Jiang Ning, the old naughty boy, and Yu Meng directly left the South
Estopia to find the greedy wolf.

This time, their goal is very straightforward, that is to kill the greedy wolf
and solve the biggest scourge!

According to Yumeng, the place where Greedy Wolf might go is Fairy
Island. This is not the real Fairy Island. It’s just called that. She was
placed on the Fairy Island by the Greedy Wolf and kept her breath.

That place, it sounds like a paradise, deserted, hidden in the sea, and
most people would never go to this kind of island.

The three of them went by boat, and when they got ashore, they walked
directly toward the mountains.

“Do you look familiar with this environment?” Yumeng saw the

old naughty boy looking around and said.

“It’s a bit familiar, very much like where we stayed.”

Back then, the four of them often got together. The environment there is
similar to here, but time has passed and things are people and cars. The
good friends back then are now going to fight.



They came to kill the greedy wolf, a friend they had known for many
years.

But in their hearts, there will be no more hesitation.

Andrewlooked around, but he didn’t expect Greedy Wolf would still take
care of this place. It seemed that he really cared about some things back
then.

The character of this guy is complicated, and he can’t understand it with
ordinary people’s thinking.

To say that he is cold and ruthless is not wrong, and that he is cold and
cunning is also not wrong, but it seems that he is thinking about old
feelings.

Greedy Wolf is such a complicated person.

“Huh?”

Suddenly, Andrewstopped, and the old naughty boy and Yu Meng also
stopped talking immediately.

All three of them have serious expressions on their faces.

“The greedy wolf should be here!”



Andrewsaw that there was a footprint on the ground, which was just not
long ago . With his memory, this is greedy of the wolf, and there is
nothing wrong with it!

Unexpectedly, Greedy Wolf is really here.

Yumeng looked at each other with the old naughty boy, and both
nodded. The two of them didn’t speak, and immediately separated, and
went to both sides. If Greedy Wolf were really arranged as before, then
the terrain would be familiar to them.

Seeing the two people rushing out directly, Andrewwas not in a hurry.

The two of them outflanked both sides, and he went straight over.

“Greed wolf, you’d better be here, I’ll find you if I save it.”

Andrewsaid lightly, “A few of us, let’s stop it.” After

speaking, he suddenly speeded up, and the whole person turned into a
ray of light. Speeding away.

at the same time.

In the depths of this fairy island, there is a wooden house.

Greedy wolf is indeed here.



Just like Yu’s dream, Greedy Wolf is here to completely integrate the
remnant soul of the Demon King, so that his strength can reach the true
peak.

He is now greatly influenced by the Demon King, not only for his
strength, but also for his character and temper, but deep down in his
heart, he is still greedy for the wolf.

In his impression, the original fairy island was like this, and the
surrounding plants and trees should be like this.

It would be great if I could go back in time


